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ABSTRACT 

In 1980., a Vangard High Pressure Water Blaster capable of providing 10 

gallons of water per minute at 2000 psi was purchased to evaluate water 

blasting as a crack cleaning method prior to crack filling on asphalt 

concrete pavements. After some initial trials demonstrated its 

effectiveness of removing dirt, debris and vegetation, it was included in 

joint and crack maintenance research on Iowa 7 in Webster County. 

The objective of the research was to evaluate six crack preparation 

methods and seven "sealant" materials. The cleaning and sealing was 

performed in the spring of 1983. Visual evaluations of the performance 

were made in the fall of 1983 and spring of 1985. Compressed air and/or 

high pressure water did not adequately prepare cracks less than 3/8 inch 

wide. Routing or sawing was necess.ary to provide a sealant reservoir. 

The water blaster was more effective than compressed air in removing 

dirt, debris and vegetation but this did not yield significant 

improvement in sealant adhesion or longevity. 

Periodic crack filling is necessary on ACC surfaces throughout the 

remaining life of the pavement. 
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IMPROVED ASPHALT SURFACE AND ASPHALT 
RESURFACING PERFORMANCE THROUGH CRACK MAINTENANCE 

HR"-213 

d 

:r:n 1960 a Vangard High Pressure Water Blaster Model 1020G was purchased 

to evaluate water blasting as a crack cleaning method prior to crack 

filling for maintenance or prior to resurfacing. 

The Model 1020G is trailer mounted with a water tank mounted on the same 

trailer. The pump is driven by a Wisconsin engine and is capable of 

delivering 10 gallons of water per minute at 2000 psi. 

comparative trials of the water blaster and conventional compressed air 

cleaning were developed for three routes scheduled for future resurfacing 

or c.rack maintenance. Due to project scheduling, lack of manpower and 

changes in priorities an adequate evaluation was not obtained. One 

conclusion from a visual evaluation was that the water blaster was much 

quicker and more effective in removing dirt, debris and vegetation from 

cracks or joints than compressed air. 

At the 1982 Pavement and Shoulder Maintenance Workshop at Denver, 

Colorado, participating States were asked to develop experimental 

projects to field test selected pavement and shoulder maintenance 

activities. Iowa chose to develop a project to evaluate crack 

maintenance on bituminous surfaced pavements. The use of the high 

pressure water blaster was included in this project. 
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LOCATION OF 1983 

EXPERIMENTAL CRACK SEALING PROJECT 

150+00 
Resume Crack Sealing 

Sta. 277+00 
Resume Crack Sealing 

Sta. 335+00 
End Project 

Sta. 234+08 
Stop Crack Sealing 

Sta. 140+00 
Stop Crack Sealing 

Figure 1 
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The locati.on selected for the project is on Iowa 7 in Webster County from 

the Calhoun County line east 6 •. 345 miles (Figure 1). This location wa~ 

selected because there are alternating sections of full depth asphalt 

cement concrete pavement (hereafter referred to as unit 90) and portland 

cement concrete pavement widened and resurfaced with asphalt cement 

concrete (hereafter referred to as unit 80). The unit 90 sections 

consist of six inches of soil-lime subbase, six inches of asphalt-treated 

base and three inches of asphalt cement concrete surface. The unit 80 

sections consist of a nominal 8.5 inches of portland cement concrete 

widened to 24 feet with asphalt cement concrete and resurfaced with 3 

inches of asphalt cement concrete. The shoulders are 10 feet wide and 

surfaced with six inches of crushed limeston.e. 

Unit 90 pavements generally exhibit a greater crack interval and have 

greater seasonal movement at the cracks. Unit 80 pavements normally 

exhibit closer crack intervals and less seasonal movement at each crack. 

OBJECTIVE 

The objective of the project was to evaluate six crack preparation 

methods and seven "sealant" materials on each type of pavement. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND SUMMARY 

Preparation Method 

Reference No. (For Attached Tabulation) 

1. No preparation 

2. Blow with compressed air 
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3. Clean with high pressure water (2.000 psi) and air dry 

4. Rout with Crafco router and blow with compressed air 

5. Saw with Cimline crack saw and blow with compressed air 

6. Saw with Cimline crack saw, blow with compressed air and install 
backer rope 

Cracks less than 1/2 inch wide were routed or sawed so that the reservoir 

was 1/2-inch wide, 

Sealant Materials 

Reference No. 

1. CRS-2 emulsion 

2. Crafco - asphalt/rubber - Does not meet any ASTM specification 

3. Prismo - asphalt/rubber - Does not meet any ASTM specification 

4. Maxwell Products' Elastoflex-4 - Meets ASTM D 1190 except it exceeds 
the maximum flow 

5. Allied, Product 9001 - Meets ASTM D 1190 

6. w. R. Meadows, Hi-spec - Meets ASTM D 3405 

7. W. R. Meadows, Soft Seal - Exceeds the· requirements of ASTM D 3405 

Equipment used for experimental project: 

1 - Cimline melter/applicator 
1 - Air compressor 
2 - Crafco routers 
1 - Cimline crack saw 
1 - High-pressure washer (2000 psi) 
1 - Light duty truck (1-ton) 
2 - Medium duty tr.ucks 
2 - Pickups 
1 - Bituminous oil distributor 
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Crew Size: 

Six people were needed when air cleaning and not routing; eight people 

were needed when water cleaning or when routing and air cleaning. In 

addition, two people were needed for traffic control for each type of 

pre para ti on. . 

Discussion: 

All work was accomplished between April 22, 1983, and May 23, 1983. 

Crack cleaning with the water blaster on this project was very quick and 

effective in removal of dirt, debris and vegetation. By visual 

observation it yielded a cleaner crack. than cleaning with compressed air. 

These observations supported the findings of the earlier comparative 

trials. All cracks in the unit 90 sections were filled to within 

approximately two inches of the surface with CRS-2 emulsion prior to the 

crack sealing project. 

Due to the inexperience of the crew in handling the materials and 

equipment used in this project and the numerous concepts involved, it was 

not appropriate to establish a range of accomplishment or unit costs to 

be used as a standard. Costs shown in Table I are relative to this 

project only and should be used for comparison only. 

EVALUATION 

The initial review of crack filling and crack sealing work on this 

experimental project was made on September 26, 1983, approximately four 

months after installation was completed. The results were presented at 

the Denver Pavement and Shoulder Maintenance Workshop sponsored by the 
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FHWA. The final review of this experimental project was completed on 

March 29, 1985. 

a.: 

Weather conditions the fir.st summer after installation wer.e abnormally 

hot .and dry. We feel such weather conditions contributed to th.e initial 

satisfactory performance of all the materials used for this project 

except materials which exhibited excessive .flow into cracks. 

Section 1: 

Pavement Type: Full depth asphalt pavement; Crack Treatment: 

Preparation by Craf.co Router. Sealed with Crafco Overflex sealant 

material. 

1983 Review: All transverse and longitudinal .cracks were .filled. Crack 

seaTant was well bonded to both sides. of the crack and performing 

sactis·factorily with the exception .of some depre.ssion of the paveme.nt 

surface in a super ele'ITated curve.. The depression was allowing shou1der 

stone to enter the crack .. 

198.5 Review: Most of the cracks in this .section had either failed in 

cohesion or adhesion. At some lo.cat.ions seal.ant material was no long.er 

ev.ident. 

Section 2: 

Pav.ement Type: Full depth asphalt pavement; Crack Treatment.: Sealant 

r•eservoir .was formed with •a Cimline •crack saw.. ·Crafco Ovcerflex sealant 

material was us·ed .. 
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1983 Review: Cracks were well sealed with apparent bond to both sides. 

At the time of this review, there was no visual difference between 

Section 2 and Section 1. 

1985 Review: Most of the cracks in this section had failed in either 

cohesion or adhesion. Traffic action had removed some sealant from the 

cracks. 

Section 3: 

Pavement Type: Full depth asphalt pavement; Crack Treatment: Compressed 

air cleaning. Crafco Overflex sealant material. 

1983 Review: Crack sealant appeared to be well bonded to both sides of 

the crack and performing satisfactorily. 

1985 Review: Crack sealant material has failed. 

Section 4: 

Pavement Type: Full depth asphalt pavement; Crack Treatment: Cleaning 

with a 2000 psi high pressure water blaster with compressed air drying. 

Crafco Overflex sealant material was used. 

1983 Review: Sealant appeared to be well bonded to both sides of the 

crack and was performing in a satisfactory manner. 

1985 Review: Sealant had failed entirely throughout the section. 
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Section 5: 

Pavement Type: Composite pavementi Crack Treatment: Crack preparation 

was accomplished with a Crafco router and cleaning with air. Sealant 

material was Crafco Overflex sealant. Sealant material was squeegeed 

with a narrow squeegee immediately after application. 

1983 Review: Sealant performance was excellent. There was no evidence 

of any depression in any routed cracks. 

1985 Review: Bonding of sealant in moving cracks had failed. At some 

locations sealant material was no longer present in the cracks. 

Section 6: 

Pavement Type: Composite pavementi Crack Treatment: Crafco Overflex 

sealant material was used. Crack was prepared using a Cimline crack saw 

followed with air cleaning. 

1983 Review: Sealed cracks were performing in an acceptable manner. 

1985 Review: Sealant appeared to be performing at a higher level than 

the sealant in Section 5 (prepared with a Crafco router). Some evidence 

of bond failure was noted in moving cracks. 
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Section 7: 

Pavement Type: Composite pavement; Crack Treatment: Cracks were cleaned 

with compressed air and sealed with Crafco Overflex sealant material. 

Crack width prior to cleaning ranged from 1/8 inch to 1/2 inch. 

1983 Review: There was no evidence of bond failure. There were areas 

where the sealant material had slumped down into the crack, resulting in 

a visible depression. 

1985 Review: A high percentage of the sealant material had failed in 

either adhesion or cohesion. 

Section 8: 

Pavement Type: Composite pavement; Crack Treatment: Existing crack 

widths ranged from 1/8 inch to 1/2 inch. Cracks were cleaned with high 

pressure water 

and dried with compressed air. Crafco overflex sealant material was 

used. 

1983 Review: Cracks appeared to be well sealed with good bond. No 

slumping of material into cracks was noted in this area. 

1985 Review: A high percentage of the joint sealant had failed in either 

adhesion or cohesion. There was no visible difference between Sections 

No. 8 and No. 7. 
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Section 9: )1~ 

J!>a,vement Type: Composite pavement;. Crack Treatment: Cracks were routed 

with a Crafco router and cleaned with air. Crack width prior to routi'*r 

ranged from 1/8 inch to 1/2 inch. Prismo rubber asphalt joint filler was 

used.. Sealant material was placed with a Cimline crack filler. Sealant 

was squeegeed with a narrow squeegee immediately after placement. 

19'83 Review: Material was well bonded to the side of the cracks and 

generally appeared to be performing in an acceptable manner. A few areas 

where the sealant had slumped down into the wider cracks were nqted. 

1985 Review: Bonding of sealant at all of the moving cracks had failed. 

This section appeared to be performing in a similar manner to S~ction. No. 

10 •. 

Section 10: 

Pavement Type: Composite pavement; Crack Treatment: Crack width prior 

to preparation ranged from 1/8 inch to 1/2 inch. 
I 

Cracks were prepared by 

sawing with a Ciml.ine crack saw followed by air cleaning. Prismo rubber 

asphalt joint filler was used. 

19'8:.3 Review: Performance was· very similar to Section 9. 

1985 Review: Bonding of sealant had failed at all moving cracks. It 

appeared the sealant, in some areas, may have been performing slightly 

better than in the routed section. This is attributed to the uniform 
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width of sealant reservoir due to use of a saw as opposed to the tapered 

reservoir created by the router. 

Section 11: 

Pavement Type: Composite pavement; Crack Treatment: Crack width prior 

to sealing ranged from 1/8 inch to 1/2 inch. Cracks were routed with a 

Crafco router and blown clean with compressed air. Elastoflex 4 was used 

as a sealant. 

1983 Review: Sealant material was very soft at this time. Sealant had 

slumped in some cracks, with aggregate becoming embedded in the material. 

1985 Review: Sealant had failed in some of the wider working cracks. In 

the majority of the smC1ller, non-moving cracks, the sealant appeared to 

be performing adequately. 

Section 12: 

Pavement Type: Composite pavement; Crack Treatment: Existing cracks 

ranged from 1/8 inch to 1/2 inch in width. Cracks were sawed with a 

Cimline crack saw. Prior to sealing, cracks were blown clean with 

compressed air. Elastoflex 4 sealant material was used. 

1983 Review: Sealant performance was very similar to Section 11. 

1985 Review: Sealant performance was similar to Section 11. 
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Section 13: 

Pavement Type: Composite pavement; Crack Treatment: Cracks were routed 

with a Crafco router and cleaned with compressed air. Allied 9001 joint 

sealant was used. 

1983 Review: The sealant material was soft and was not entrapping any 

aggregate. Material at the time of this review was performing 

satisfactorily. 

1985 Review: Estimate approximately 30% of the treated cracks had failed 

in bond. The material in Section 13 appears to be performing similar to 

material installed in Section 14. 

Section 14: 

Pavement Type: Composite pavement; Crack Treatment: Existing crack 

widths ranged from 1/8 inch to 1/2 inch. Cracks were prepared with a 

Cimline crack saw and cleaned with compressed air. Allied 9001 crack 

sealant material was used. 

1983 Review: Performance of this material was identical to Section 13. 

1985 Review: Estimated failure rate to be somewhat less than 30%. This 

may be related to the rectangular reservoir created with a crack saw, as 

opposed to the tapered reservoir created by the router. 
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Section 15: 

Pavement Type: Full depth asphalt pavement; Crack Treatment: Crack 

widths ranged from 1/8 inch to 3/4 inch. Cracks were routed with a 

Crafco router and cleaned with compressed air. Prismo crack sealant was 

used. 

1983 Review: Joints appear to be well sealed with the exception of some 

locations of excessive flow into the crack after the initial sealing 

operation. Depressions up to a 3-inch depth were noted. Cracks at these 

locations, however, appeared to be well sealed. 

1985 Review: All sealant had failed. 

Section 16: 

Pavement Type: Full depth asphalt pavement; Crack Treatment: Existing 

cracks ranged in widths from 1/8 inch to 3/4 inch. Cracks were routed 

with a Cimline crack saw and blown clean with compressed air. Prismo 

crack sealer material was used. 

1983 Review: Performance of the material was the same as in Section 15. 

1985 Review: All sealant had failed. 

Section 17: 

Pavement Type: Full depth asphalt pavement; Crack Treatment: Existing 

cracks ranged from 1/8 inch to 3/4 inch in width. Cracks were prepared 
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by routing with a Crafco router and cleaned with compressed air. 

Elastoflex 4 sealant material was used. 

1983 Review: The sealant material had remained very soft and pliable. 
;'\' 

There appeared to be no sealant failure at this time. Sealant had 

slumped down or flowed into the cracks to the extent that in most of the 

cracks, the top of the sealant is 3 inches below the surface of the 

pavement at some locations. This material was. very soft and was 

entrapping aggregate in the material. At locations where the crack 

sealant has slumped, the crack appeared to be well sealed. 

1985' Review: 100% of the sealant in the· larger moving cracks had failed. 

It is believed the primary reason fo:r failure is due to flow into the 

bottom of the crack.. The non-moving· shallow cracks in these sections 

remained well sealed. 

Section 18: 

Pavement Type: Full depth asphalt pavement; Crack Treatment: Routed 

with a Cimline crack saw and cleaned with compressed air. Elastoflex 4 

joint sealant material was used. 

!9'8'3· Review: Performance was the same as Section 17. 

1985 Review: Performance was the same. as Section 17. 
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Section 19: 

Pavement Type: Full depth asphalt pavement; Crack treatment: Existing 

crack widths ranged from 1/8 inch to 3/4 inch. Routing was done with a 

Crafco router. Cracks were cleaned with compressed air. Allied 9001 

joint sealant was used. 

1983 Review: Sealant material had remained very soft and pliable and 

appeared to be well bonded to the sides of the crack. Material had not 

entrapped aggregate. Up to 1 1/2 inches of slumping into some of the 

wider cracks was noted. 

1985 Review: All sealant in the larger moving cracks had failed. 

Failure is due to the flow of the material to the bottom of the crack, or 

removal of the sealant material by traffic action indicating adhesion 

failure. Most of the non-moving cracks appeared to have remained well 

sealed. 

Section 20: 

Pavement Type: Full depth asphalt pavement; Crack Treatment: Cracks 

were routed with a Cimline crack saw and cleaned with compressed air. 

Allied 9001 was used as a sealant. 

1983 Review: Performance was identical to Section 19. 

1985 Review: Performance was identical to Section 19. 
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:S:eotfa"n 21: 

i:Racvement Type: :Full depth aS:phalt .pavement.; Crack 'Trea!tment: Cradks 

:were routed with -a Crafco .;1:outer and ·.c!leaned with •compressed air.. :W,. R. 

'Meadows Hi-Spec joint sea'ler was :used .• 

1983 Review: Thi•s se.alant material :a_ppea·l:'ed ::to be as soft as the .:/H1:ied 

90.01 material. :Entrapment of :agg:r<ega;te into :the ·surffiace •o'f :the :sea Lant 

·mate·rial was :not mo:ted.. 'Sealant ma;J:Ie-rial ·a;ppe:ared tt·o !be per!fo•rming ·:very 

·wen_ .• At some ·1ocat'0ions 1he materia\l. •had ;fi1·owed li/.2 inch 'below 't'he 

:pavement surfatie,. 

T985 Review: ·A 'hiigh :percen'tage ·o;f the .:seaiLant ·has :failed in adhes'ion. 

'Shal'low non-mo:vin"g --C•r:acks :had :rema:ined :we:i1:1 ::s·ea.:led .• 

<se.ct'ion 22 : 

:pa:1Tement ·Type.: ':F.ull ·depth .asphalt :pa:v'6lllen:t:; ''C-:ra-Ck Treatment: Cra:cks 

·.we.re ·routed wicth :a .C±ml·ine crack :•saw :and ib'l.own clean with c0mpr.es·sed ai•r .• 

'-W .• iR. Meadows Hi-1.Spe·c j-:oint :sealer •was •used-.• 

·1'9:83 Review: Periformance :of 'this 1materiall ·.was ident'ical ·to Section 21. 

i1'9::8'5 'Rev'iew:: 'Re:r:formance ·o:f ·ct'hi•s csec't:i:on :was ·.J:denti:cal with :Secti'on :2'1 .. 

'Section .23.: 

,Pavement T,y:pe:: F.ull depth .as.pha•l:t :pa:1Tement.1 Crack Treatment: Existing 

'cr.acks ranging .'.from il./:8 ;inch tho '.l]&! ;inch •im ·.wid:th .were 'cb1awn clean w.ith 

<C.oll)pr.essed ca'ir .• \W .. !-R.. 'Meadows •Hi-!Spe.c Ji:oint sea·i.ant was cused .• 
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1983 Review: The sealant material had remained soft and generally well 

bonded to the surfaces and/or crack edges, but there were many areas 

where cracks appeared to be not well sealed. Failure resembles cohesion 

failure. 

1985 Review: Sealant material had failed entirely. 

Section 24: 

Pavement Type: Full depth asphalt pavement; Crack Treatment: Cracks 

ranging in width from 1/8 inch to 1/2 inch were cleaned with high 

pressure water and dried with compressed air. W. R. Meadows Hi-Spec 

sealant material was used. 

1983 Review: Sealant material had remained soft and generally well 

bonded to the surface, but there are many areas where the cracks did not 

appear to be well sealed (estimate sealing on 5% of the total lineal 

feet) • 

1985 Review: 100% of the sealant had failed. 

Section 25: 

Pavement Type: Full depth asphalt pavement; Crack Treatment: No 

preparation. CRS-2 emulsion was used to fill cracks ranging from 1/8 

inch to 3/8 inch in width. Tight squeegee work was not. done. 
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1983 Review: There was little evidence of the crack filling effort at 

this time. Cracks remained open in many areas. There was no evidence of 

the filler material which was placed. 

1985 Review: No evidence of filler material. 

Section 26:: 

Pavement Type: Ful.l depth asphalt pavement;. Crack Treatment: Cracks 

ranging in width from. 1/8 inch to 3,/S. inch were cleaned. with compressed 

air. CRS.-2 emuls.ion was. used to fi.11 cracks. Tig.ht squeegee work was 

not done. 

19·83 Review: This section showed little evid·ence of the emulsion 

fil.ling. Cracks were still open or filled. with dirt and granular 

material .. 

198.5 Review: There was littl.e evi.dence of the emulsion filling. 

Section 27: 

Pavement Type: Full depth asphalt pavementr Crack Treatment: Cracks 

ranging from 1/8 inch to approximateJ.y 1/2 inch. in width were cleaned 

with high pressure. wa.ter blast and d.ried with. compressed air. CRS-2 

emulsion was used to fill the cracks:• Material was placed. with a wand 

and. was not tight squ.eegeed .. 

1983 Review: Approximately 75% of the total lineal. feet of cracks filled 

did not appear to have been filled .• 
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1985 Review: There was no evidence of crack filling. 

Section 28: 

Pavement Type: Full depth asphalt pavement; Crack Treatment: Cracks 

weFe routed with a Cimline crack saw and blown clean with compressed air. 

W. R. Meadows Sof Seal sealant material was used with a backer rope. 

Sand blasting was not done. 

1983 Review: Cracks appear to be well sealed with the exception of some 

evidence of bond failure along the edge for short lengths in some cracks. 

This may have been due to the incomplete removal of saw slurry residue 

from the side of the sealant reservoir. 

1985 Review: Estimate bonding in approximately 90% of the sealant in 

these cracks had failed. Material was still present in the routed 

cracks. 

Section 29: 

Pavement Type: Composite pavement; Crack Treatment: Cracks were routed 

with a Crafco router and blown dry with compressed air. W. R. Meadows 

Hi-Spec sealant was used. Material was placed with a wand and was not 

tight squeegeed. 

1983 Review: Sealant appeared to be performing well. The sealant 

remained very soft and pliable. Foreign material had not become embedded 

in the sealant. 
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~, .. 

1SH~5 Review: Estima.te a:pproximately 9,0% of the seala.nt wa.s performing 
('~I' 

very well. The routed crack (longitudinal crack)- at the base widening·· 

unit }()cation. showed s.ome bond failu.re. This was attributed to the 

application of an: emulsion sand.-blotted strip seal ()Ver this j.aint. Band 

failure may have ().ccurre<!l due to early application of traffic over the 

strip s.ea.l. 

Se.ct.ion 30: 

Pavement Type: C:ompos.it.e pavement.i Crack Trea.tment: Cracks l,IS inch to 

l / 2 inch in width wel!'e r()uted with a:. Cimline. cl!'ack saw and clea:ned with 

compores.sed air. W. R •. Meadows. Ri-Spec. sealant. ma.terial was us.ed •. 

Mat.erial was placed w1ith a wand and tight. sque.ege.ed. 

198.3 Rev.i.ew: The; sealant mat.eri.al app.ea:re.d to be performing very well. 

There we·re n() areas, o.f failure evident. Material had remai.ned very so.ft 

and p.liable, but has. n.ot entrapped any foreign aggreg:ate in the sealant 

s.ut" face. 

19,85 Review: Estimate approximately 9.0:% Oif the sealant material placed 

was; still functio·ning very well. 

Section 31:. 

Pavement Type: Composite. pa.wementt Cr:ac::k Treatment: Cracks ranging from 
I 

a 1,18. inch ta l/2 inch in width were cleaned with compressed air only. 

W. R. Mea.dows Hi-Spec se.alant material was used:. 
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1983 Review: The irregularity of the crack width resulted in an 

irregular width and depth of sealant reservoir and left the impression 

there were some areas which might fail, but at that time failure was not 

evident. The sealant material was very soft and pliable and appeared to 

be well bonded to the sides of the cracks. 

1985 Review: Estimate approximately 90% of the sealant has failed in 

either bond or in cohesion. 

Section 32: 

Pavement Type: Composite pavement; Crack Treatment: Cracks ranging in 

width from 1/8 inch to 1/2 inch were cleaned with high pressure water 

blasting and dried with compressed air. W. R. Meadows Hi-Spec sealant 

material was used. 

1983 Review: Observations were very similar to Section 31. 

1985 Review: Observations were similar to Section 31. 

Section 33: 

Pavement Type: Composite pavement; Crack Treatment: CRS-2 emulsion was 

used to fill cracks ranging in width from 1/8 inch to 1/2 inch. There 

was no preparation. 

1983 Review: There was little evidence of any crack filling having been 

done except at the location where the widening joint has been routinely 
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sealed with a squeegee operation, and in those areas where emulsion had 

completely filled the crack. 

1985 Review: There was no evidence of crack filling •. 

Section 34: 

Pavement Type: Composite pavement; Crack Treatment: CRS-2 emulsion was 

used to fill cracks ranging in width from 1/8 inch to 1/2 inch. Cleaning 

was done with compressed air prior to crack filling. 

1983 Review: Observations were similar to those in Section 33. 

1985 Review: There was no evidence of any crack filling. 

Section 35: 

Pavement Type: Composite pavement; Crack Treatment: Cracks ranging in 

width from 1/8 inch to 1/2 inch were filled with C.RS-2 emulsion following 

water blasting and drying with compressed air. 

1983 Review: There was little evidence crack filling material was placed 

except in longitudinal widening joirtt where repeated sealings with CRS-2 

emulsion had kept that joint full. 

1985 Review: There was no evidence of crack filling. 

I 

I 
' 
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Section 36: 

Pavement Type: Composite pavement; Crack Treatment: Cracks were routed 

with a Cimline crack saw and cleaned with compressed air. No sand 

blasting was done. w. R. Meadows Sof Seal material was used. 

1983 Review: Sealant appeared to be performing satisfactorily. 

1985 Review: There was excessive pavement breakup in this section and 

the pavement surface was raveling extensively. Bonding of most of the 

crack sealer had failed. Traffic action had removed some sealant from 

the prepared cracks. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The use of a CRS-2 emulsion is appropriate for use on an aged ACC 

surface. A typical surface would exhibit secondary cracking adjacent to 

transverse cracks and longitudinal cracks, with shrinkage cracking 

beginning to become apparent in the wearing surface. Cracks should be 

properly cleaned before applying the emulsion to the crack. Multiple 

crack fillings will be necessary throughout the remaining life of the 

aged ACC surface and should be scheduled periodically. Special provision 

SP-589, Maintenance Cleaning and Filling Cracks on ACC Surfaces 

(Appendix A), was developed to accomplish crack filling by contract. 

These procedures are also used by our maintenance forces. 

The water blaster was more effective than compressed air in cleaning 

dirt, debris and vegetation from cracks. Unfortunately, the cracks that 

were more effectively cleaned with the water blaster yielded no 
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significant improvement in sealant adhesion or longevity over other 

methods of cleaning. 

Air blowing and/or high pressure water cleaning does not appear to be an 

adequate preparation method for preparing c'racks less than 3/:8" wide when 

using a "high type" hot pour sealant. Routi'ng or 'Sawing s:hould be done 

to provide a sealant reservoir. Specification 1-021 {Appendix BJ for 

Crack Cleaning and Sealing (ACC surfaces) was devele>ped as a result of 

this project and is appropriate for contract 'seali:ng of cracks on "newer" 

ACC surfaces. Procedures in 'this supplemental specification are also 

:followed by Iowa DOT maintenance forces for in-house sealing work. 

Resultant weathering and deterioration o,f the asphalt surface will result 

in a need to begin crack filling (CRS-2) procedures as outlined above. 

Materials meeting I,owa Department of 'Transportation specification 

4136.02A are specified on contracts for sealing. Material meeting this 

specification is also purchased by the Department for use by maintenance 

forces. 
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Pave.Type 
*Unit No. 

Cleaning 
Sealant **Method 

Bond Condition 
Section 4 Months 2 Years 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

18 

19 

20 

21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 

90 
90 
90 
90 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
90 
90 
90 

90 

90 

90 

90 
90 
90 
90 
90 
90 
90 
90 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 

*Pavement Type: 

Crafco Air** 
Crafco Air** 
Crafco Air 
Crafco Water 
Crafco Air** 
Crafco Air** 
Crafco Air 
Crafco Water 
Prismo Air** 
Prismo Air** 
Elastof lex Air** 
Elastoflex Air** 
Allied Air** 
Allied Air** 
Prismo Air** 
Prismo Air** 
Elastoflex Air** 

Elastoflex Air** 

Allied 

Allied 

Hi-Spec 
Hi-Spec 
Hi-Spec 
Hi-Spec 
CRS-2 
CRS-2 
CRS-2 
SofSeal 
Hi-Spec 
Hi-Spec 
Hi-Spec 
Hi-Spec 
CRS-2 
CRS-2 
CRS-2 
SofSeal 

Air** 

Air** 

Air** 
Air** 
Air 
Water 
None 
Air 
Water 
Air** 
Air** 
Air** 
Air 
Water 
None 
Air 
Water 
Air** 

Well Bonded 
well Bonded 
Well Bonded 
Well Bonded 
Excellent 
Acceptable 
Good 
Good 
Well Bonded 
Well Bonded 
Well Bonded 
Well Bonded 
Satisfactory 
Satisfactory 
Well Bonded 
Well Bonded 
Well Bonded 

Well Bonded 

Well Bonded 

Well Bonded 

Well Bonded 
Well Bonded 
well Bonded 
5% Failed 
100% Failed 
100% Failed 
75% Failed 
Well Bonded 
Well Bonded 
Well Bonded 
Well Bonded 
Well Bonded 
100% Failed 
100% Failed 
100% Failed 
Satisfactory 

Unit 80 - Composite asphalt over Portland Cement 
Unit 90 - Full depth asphalt 

**Routed by Crafco router or Cimline saw 

Failed 
Failed 
Failed 
100% Failed 
Failed 
Failed 
High % Failed 
High % Failed 
Failed 
Failed 
Adequate 
Adequate 
30% Failed 
25% Failed 
100% Failed 
100% Failed 
Large Cracks 
100% Failed 
Large Cracks 
100% Failed 
Large Cracks 
100% Failed 
Large Cracks 
100% Failed 
High % Failed 
High % Failed 
100% Failed 
100% Failed 
100% Failed 
100% Failed 
100% Failed 
90% Failed 
10% Failed 
10% Failed 
90% Failed 
90% Failed 
100% Failed 
100% Failed 
100% Failed 
100% Failed 
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SP-589 
Replaces SP-547 

ft.' Iowa oepartmentof Transportation 

SPECIAL PROVIS!O!IS 
. for 

1¥.!KTEllANCE CLEANING AND FILLING CRACKS 
ACC Surf aces 

February 26, 1985 

589.01 · DESCRIPTION. This work is for cleaning and filling cracks 1n an existing pavement or paved shoulder. 
It involves filling 1arge cracks and spa1led areas w1th ACC. and filliryg smaller cracks with filler material. This 
type of work is intended primarily for existing pavements that are not to be resurfaced. If additional work is to be 
required, it will be defined elsewhere fn the contract documents. 

589.02 MA.TERIALS. Asphalt cement concrete shall be a hot mixture meeting requirements of Section 2203 (1/2- or 
3'/8-inch mixture size), or 2306, ·or better, or, subject to approval of the Engineer. a similar mixture from a 
cofTl!lercial source. A co1d premix mixture may be used with approval of the Engineer. The premix shall meet 
requirements of Section 4202. 4203, or 4204. The Engineer's approval of the use of a premix will be based on the 
availability of the spec1fie.d hot mixture when this work is. being done and the length of haul. 

Tack-coat material shall meet requirements of 2212.02C. 
Filler material shall be emulsified asphalt meeting requirements of Section 4140 1 Grade CRS-2. 
Blotting material shall be a sand meeting requirements of Section 4125 or 4112, or a similar sand approved by I 

the Engineer. 

589.03 EQUIPl'EHT. Equipment shall include the folloWing: 
A. High-pressure water equipment capable of delivering water with a pressure of 2,000 psi from a nozzle to the 
crack being cleaned. 
B. High-pressure air capable of blowing sand and other foreign material from a crack. 
C. Air chisel or hand tools t_o remove loose and spalled material adjacent to cracks. 
0. Heating ke~le or pressure distributor for applying filler material through a hand-operated wand or nozzle. 

589.04 CLEANING ANO FILLIN(i. Cleaning may be done with high-pressure air or water equipment, except water 
blasting equipment will not be allowed when the temperature is below 32° F. In all cases, cleaning shall include 
removal of vegetation from the cratks. Cleaning methods other than those specified in this specification may be 
necessary to remove vegetation. Other methods shall be subject to approval of the Engineer. 

When specifically required by the plans, a soil sterilant, such as Spike or an approved equal, shall be placed 
in the crack prior to placing the filler material. 

For filling cracks, a hand-operated wand or pouring pot shall be used, which is capable of placing the filler 
materi a 1 into the crack and fi 11 ing to the adjacent surf ace. The nozzle or spout sha 11 be sma 11 enough to p 1 ace the 
filler material into the crack without soiling the adj,acent surface. 

All cracks filled with emulsion shall be tightly squeegeed with a narrow, 2-inch or less, V-shaped, rubber-edged 
squeegee, irrmediately after placement of the filler. Measures shall be taken to hold the filler in place, preventing 
run-out at pavement or shoulder edges and low areas; this may be done by use of a sand dam or an application of 
blotter material, in conjunction with the squeegee operation. 

A. ~ Cracks wider than 1-inch shall be made free of loose and spalled material within the opening and loose 
material adjacent to the open1ng and shall be cleaned with high-pressure water, blown free of water, tacked, and 
filled with hot mix. Loose and spalled material shall be removed with an air chisel, picks, or other hand 
tools. 
The cracks shall be cleaned of loose and spalled material, old crack filler when deemed necessary by the 
engineer, sand, and other foreign debris by the use of high-pressure water. .Cleaning shall continue until 
essentially all debris and 1oose materials have been removed to a depth of 3 inches within the crack opening. 
The cleaned cracks shall be blown free of water. 
The crack surfaces shall be lightly tacked with tack-coat material as a hand operation. 
The cracks shall be fi'lled w1th the hot mix specified, rodded and tamped into place and leveled with the 
adjacent surface. The mixture shall be warm and pliable when placed. This mixture shall be placed prior to 
filling cracks with emulsion. A thin application of emulsion shall be placed over the hot m1x and tightly 
squeegeed. 
B. Cracks 1/4-inch to 1-inch in width shall be cleaned with air pressure or high-pressure water 
remove old crack filler when deemed necessary by the Engineer, sand, and other foreign debris. 
cleaning shall be at least 1 inch. The depth shall be to sound material, but a depth greater than 
not be required. 

sufficient to 
The depth of 

3 inches will 

Cracks shall be filled with emulsion filler material. A hand-operated wand shall be used which is capable of 
placing the filler material into the crack and filling it to the adjacent surface. The nozzle attached to the 
wand shall be small e·nough to place filler material into the crack· without soiling the adjacent surface. 
C. Cracks less than 1/4-inch shall be cleaned sufficiently to remove old crack f111er when deemed necessary by 
the Engineer, sand, and other foreign debris. 
Cracks shall be filled with emulsion filler material. 
O. Map-cracked areas shall be covered with emulsion filler material with a suitable hand-operated squeegee. 
The filler material shall be a thin, smooth application. 
The filler material shall be promptly blotted with a light application of blotter material. 

589.05 LIMITATIONS. bn projects where a fog seal or other surface treatment is to be done in conjunction with 
this work, the crack filling shall be done first. Except when this work is in preparation for a seal coat or slurry 
seal, crack filling may not be allowed on pavements in the months of July and August if tracking or soiling of ·the 
pavement becomes a problem. Crack filling on paved shoulders will be allowed during this time. 

• 
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When filling cracks with emulsion, sufficient time shall be allowed for the ·emulsion to flow to the ·bottom of 
the crack and to fill it completely full. In filling, a second pass may be necessary before leaving the wor'.!< .zone. 

One additional filling (or refilling) will be necess-ary where the .filler has settled into the crack ·ope.nin9~ 
These areas will be ·identified by the Engineer. 

The cleaned cracks need ·n·ot be filled the same da.Y 'they are cleaned. Howe~er, at the time of filling, cracks 
sha·11 he -free of standing water (to be determined by visual examinatiori},. ·:Reclean1ng may be necessary -if the 
openings become contaminated before being filled. The .work may be done as a s·1,ri9'le, coordinated operati'on. 

The work sh-all be conducted on only one lane of the pavement .at a time, and ln accord with the traffic~contro1 
plan and 1107.09. Use of a pilot car may be required. 

Traffic shall be permitted to use the pavement .during this construction, and all operations s·hal1 be so 
·conducted as to provide a minimum of inconvenience to traffic. 

The work schedule shall ·be adjusted .so that al·l traffic. lanes .can be ,opened to public traffic at the end of tile 
workday. A11 barricades and equipment shall be removed .from ·the roadbed from 30 minutes before sunset to 30 ·minutes 
after sunri·se. No work will be permitted on Sundays or holidays described in 1108.03. 

·S89~06 fi£THOD OF f£A.SUR£M::NT. The Engineer will meas.ur.e the work of maf·ntenance cleaning and .f111ing cracks, 
satisfactorily completed, as follows. 

A. Cleaning and Filling Cracks. 
1. Pavement Maintenance. The Engineer will ·calculate ·th~ number of miles of ma.inline pavement on .which cracks 

were cleaned and filled. The calculations will be ·based on the .centerline di·stance of mainline, two-lane 
pavement, corrected for mainline p.avement of ·more ·.than two lanes., including climbing lanes.. At 
intersections., rest areas. and interchanges designated for cle·anlng and filling, the ·addi.\tional areas of 
widened pavement, ramps, -storage lanes., turning lanes, paved medians .and par:king 1.·n rest areas .w1-11 .not .be 
separately measured for pav.ement. 

2. Shoulder Maintenance. The Eng·lneer .will c:alcula-te the number ·of miles 'Of -paved .shoulders on .which cracks 
were cleaned and filled. The calculations will be based on the x:enterline distance of .the adjacent mainline 
pavement, a single measurement for shoulders on ·both ·sides .of :the :pa.vement. At intersect.ions, rest areas 3 

and interchanges desigryated to be cleaned ,and .fflled., the add:it·ional .areas of .paved shoulders on ramps. 
gores, and turning. lanes will not be measured separ.ately for payment, 

Between limits for which cleaning and ·filling is intended for .either pavement or shoulders, no deductions wil.l 
be made for bridges, intersections, or other interruptions where cracks are not to be cleaned and fi.lled. 
B. ACC for Crack Fi1l'f,ng .. The ·Engineer will compute the weight ,·of -hot ·mixture used for filling cracks larger 
than 1-inch, based on actual ·weight. Mixture wasted .or -Otherwise not used in the work will be .deducted, bas·ed 
on actua·1 wei.ghts or estimates. 
C. Filler Material (Maintenance). ·rne Engi-neer will .compute the volume of filler ma.teri.al. placed, using the 
method described in 230.7 .068. The total quantity wi.11 1nc·lude the material placed in craC:ks and used to cover 
map-cracked areas. 

s·1otting materi.al and tack-coat material w111 not be measured separately for ·.pa)ment. 

589.07 BASIS a:- P-AYMENT. For the work .of maintenance cleani'n:g and filling .cracks, the Contractor will be_ pai.d 
as ·follows: 

A.. Cleaning and filling Cracks .'(Pavement Maintenaoce) ·Or -(Shoulder Maintenance). F-or the number .of miles o.f 
p:avement or shoulders on which the Cracks were cleaned and ·filled .• ·the Contractor will be .paid the contract 
price per mile. 
B.. ACC for Crack F·illing. For the number of tons cif ACC used in filling cracks .over !--·inch, the Contractor 
.will be p.aid the .contract price per ton. 
C. Filler Material (Mai'ntenanceJ~ For the number of -gallons of filler mater·ial placed in cracks and Joints. 
the Con.tractor will .be ·.paid the contract .pri.ce per gallon,, 
These pa,Ylllents will be considered full compensation for c1e.an1ng the cracks, furnishing and placing the ACC and 

filler material and all blotting .and tack-coat material that ·is necessary, and f'or furnishing all equ1?nent and labor 
therefor, in accord _with the plans and th'is specification. 

Article 1109.03 s·ha11 not apply to these items. 



APPENDIX B 
Specification 1021-

Replaces SP~586 

elowa Department of Transportation 

SUPPLEMENTAL SPECIFICATION 
for 

CRACK CLEANING AND SEALING 
(ACC Surf aces) 

April 1, 1986 

THE STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS, SERIES OF 1984, ARE AMENDED BY THE FOLLOWING ADDITIONS AND MODIFICATIONS. THESE ARE 
SUPPLEMENTAL SPECIFICATION, AND THEY SHALL PREVAIL OVER THOSE PUBLISHED IN THE STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS. 

1021.0l DESCRIPTION. This work shall consist of routing and cleaning of cracks in the asphalt cement concrete 
surfdt.e and sea11-ng of the prepared cracks with a joint sealer. 

1021.02 MATERIALS. 
will bB required. 

The joint sealer shall be a material meeting requirements of 4136.02A. A hot*pour sealer 

Backer rope used in. conjunction with this sealer shall be made of cellulose, 
must withstand, without damage, the high temperatures inherent to these sealers. 
t.ompression is required for installation in the crack so it maintains its position 

1021.03 EQUIPMENT. 

cotton, or plastic foam. The rope 
The rope shall be o.f .a size that 

during the filling operation, 

A. Routing or sawing equipment shall be mechdnical and power driven, capable of cutting the cracks to the 
required dimensions. Equipment designed to "plowu the cracks to dimension will not be permitted. 
B. Air compressors shall provide moisture- and oil-free compressed air and shall be of sufficient size to blow 
sand and other foreign material from the crack prior to placing the sealant material. 
C. Equipment used for heating and p1acir)g th~ pr-emixed material shall be of the otl-jacketed, double~boiler 
type, capable of heating the material to 400 degrees F and pumping the material into the prepared cracks. 

1021.04 CONSTRUCTION. 
A. Class I Cracks. Cracks which have an average opening of 1/2 inch or less shall be routed or sawed to 
provide a minimum sealant reservoir of 1/2~inch width by a nominal 1-inch depth. 
Backer rope may be used. If used, the depth of cleaning and routing or sawing shall be increased if necessary, 
and the backer, rope shall be placed in the crack to a depth that will provide at least 5/8 inch clearance above 
the backer rope for the sealer. The backer rope shall be dry when placed. 
B. Class II Cracks. Cracks which have an average opening greater then 1/2 inch will not require routing or 
sawing, but they shall be thoroughly cleaned of· all foreign material to a depth necessary to accOlmlodate the 
sealer material and the backer rope to be used, 
Backer rope shall be placed in the crack to a depth that will provide at least 5/8 inch clearance above the 
backer rope for the sealer. The backer rope shall be dry when placed. 
C. Prior t.o opening to -traffict asphalt cement concrete and foreign material resulting fr.om crack preparation 
shall be removed from the roadway by brooming, compressed air, or other methods satisfactory to the Engi_neer. 
D. Cracks shall be ·clean and dry prior to sealing. The entire crack reservoir shall be slightly overfilled 
with sealant and tightly squeegeed with a narrow V-shaped squeegee, irrmediately after placement of the sealant, 
and while still hot. The squeegee shall be operated within approximately 1 foot of the wand tip used to place 
the sealant. Sealant on the roadway surface in excess of 1/2 inch on each side of the crack edge will not be 
acceptable. · 

1021.05 LIMITATIONS. Crack cleanlng and sealing shall be done only when the ambient ·air and pavement surface 
temperatures are above 40°F. When near this minimum, additional air blasting or drying time or both may be necessary 
to assure a satisfactory bond to the Crack surfaces. 

The work sha 11 be conducted on only one lane of the pavement width at a time. When work encroaches On an 
adjacent lane, a flagger will be required at that location. 

The work schedule shall be -adjusted so that all barricades and equipment are removed 'from the roadbed from 30 
minutes before sunset to 30 minutes after sunrise. No work will be permitted on Sundays or holidays described in 
1108.03. 

Articles 1107.08 and 1107.09 shall apply. 
Lanes may be opened to traffic only after the sealer has set sufficiently so it will not pick ·up under 

traffic •. Powder may be .applied to the sealer, but only after the sealer surface has set so·as to avoid penetration 
of the powder into the sealer. 

Cracks shall be sealed within 3 working days after preparation. 

1021.06 METHOD OF MEASUREMENT. The engineer will compute the lengths of Class I and Class II cracks 
satisfactorily cleaned and sealed. The lengths of transverse cracks will be computed from a count of these cracks 
and the nominal pavement width. Centerline cra~ks will be computed as a straight line from the beginning to the end 
of joint cleaning and sealing. Random cracks cleaned and sealed will be measured along the actual length, 

1021.07 BASIS OF PAYMENT. 
A. Class I ~outing and Sealing will be paid for at the contract price per linear foot. 
Pajment shall be full compensation for all labor, equipment, materials, and incidentals required for cr·ack 
routing, cleaning, and furnishing and placing sealdnt. 
B. Class II Cleaning and Sealing will be paid for at the contract price per linear foot. Payment shall be full 
compensation for all labor, equipment, materials. including backer rope, and incidentals required for cleaning 
and furnishing and placing sealant. 


